
Create a better business on all parameters!

Employee commitment 
With your increased focus on sustainability and positive imprint on the world,
your employees will be proud to work in a company that takes environmental
issues seriously, and they would want to be part of a winning team! 
 

Optimised consumption of resources 
Aguardio creates an awareness about the guests’ shower behaviour, which
means reduced water and energy consumption, and that saves you money. 

A stronger reputation 
Like the rest of your sustainable choices, Aguardio helps you send a strong
message to the outside world that you want to make a difference and lead
your hotel in a more sustainable direction. Not only will you become first
movers, but more importantly set a good example for the rest of the industry. 
 

A better environment 
Water is a scarce resource, which we should all take care of. It is important
to implement new solutions that benefits the environment and brings focus
on the climate changes that we all face. 
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www.aguardio.com Aguardio can easily be incorporated into your daily life



Save 20% on your water consumption with Aguardio!

Easy installation and maintenance of Aguardio Sensor & Display in the
shower cabin (plug-&-play). Adaptable to the hotel design.

Connect Aguardio Sensor to the hotel Wi-Fi. The Aguardio Display is
automatically activated.  

The Sensor collects shower data, while the Display encourages the guest
to spend less time in the shower.

The solution gives access to valuable data shown in graphs (temperature,
humidity, Display effect etc.) regarding operational optimisation. 

The Aguardio Sensor & Display is a simple solution with a proven water
saving on 20%. All for the benefit of the environment.

Aguardio ensures that your hotel acts towards a sustainable future 
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